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The Poultry and Egg Industry are carried on, all limit our ability to All of these conditions trace back to act constructively. the fact that the chicken is considered to 
by If you think the article is too long to be nothing but a durob bird, almost totally 
Fltedetuc.k L. Thom6 en, Ph. V. command your attention to the end, you lacking in intelligence and capability for . PJt.u.ldent · would not be benefited from reading it feeling pain and distress, governed in its 
and anyway. To do anything to alter condi- actions only by instincts. 
Steve Goodman 
Field Inve.&tiga:toJt 
tions, we .must understand what they.are Older Americans, and younger ones who 
and why they exist. If you just want to have lived on farms, can remember when 
Humane 1n6atuna;t,lan Svr.v1c.u, 1nc.. learn once more that people are cruel to Mother or some other family member, sur-
I'f the cruelties inflicted on chickens animals, the first paragraph will suffice. rounded by fascinated children, noncha-
as part of the intensive husbandry prac- If you want to help promote action, read lantly chopped or wrung off the head of a 
ticed in the production of poultry and the article to the bitter end! chicken and threw the bird on the grass or 
eggs" were visited upon any other animals, CHICKENS EVOKE LITTLE SYMPATHY 
in a bucket, where its reflex thrashing 
especially wild ones, there would be a about served to expel the blood from the Chickens are looked upon and treated by Wh rising tide of indignant demand for reme- carcass. at a racket and what a mess it 
dial action. 
the industry as so many inanimate objects, made! And what fun for the kids! Or, we 
This inhumane treatment of chick-r------------------------------- watched as Mother eviscerated the 
ens in the poultry and egg business M.·ec·ha_n _1• z-e·  d- . Cr·-u.e I 
ty chicken killed by the local butcher. 
is nothing new. It has not develop-
On such experiences are our reac-
ed suddenly as a result of some new tions to the treatment of-chickens 
invention. or process. The business built. 
has been mechanized for decades. The The tourist visiting a farmers' 
changes made in recent years have been as pieces of raw material in a highly-
market in Asia watches as a native dis-
more for the purpose of counteracting dis- mechanized manufacturing operation . All plays a dozen or more live chickens hang-
ease ·· and other effects of intensive hus- this i_s an inevitable result of the imper- ing head down from a yoke carried on his 
bandry, and increasing the cost-effective- sonal factory environment in which the in- shoulders since early morning when he left 
ness -of the procedures 1011g in use. The dustry operates. We wish to make it plain 
the farm. Is there pity or compassion for 
facts on which this article is based have that people in the poultry and egg indus-
the chickens, as the tourist and his fami-
been in the senior author's files since he try are no less humane than those compos-
ly focus the camera? No, it is just 
made an investigation of the subject in ing any other industry. It is just a 
"quaint." Now, if it were dogs or cats, 
1962. These have been verified by visits business, pure and simple. 
puppies or kittens (they, also, are used 
to poultry establishments in 1977 by the No more concern has been expressed by 
for food in many parts of Asia) hanging . 
junior author, who also took many of the the millions of consumers of poultry prod-
from the yoke, the tourist would let out a 
photographs. ucts, and even _by the bulk of members of squawk heard in the nearest ambassador's 
But in all this time little or nothing humane societies. 
office. But a chicken is a chicken. 
has been done, or even attempted, to re- Humanitarians frequently get all worked 
duce or eliminate the cruel ties. And, up over the treatment of baby Easter 
judging by the humane society literature chicks by children too young to know bet-
- reaching our desk, no action of signifi- ter, supervised by parents who don 't care.
cance is even,contemplated. Why not? The latter look upon the chicks as if they 
First, few animal lovers, even humani- were inanimate toys, somet,hing to bring 
"\ tarians, �re l'chicken lovers." squee:ds of delight fror,}�..-:l"1e youngsters un-
Seco.nd, . th�se cpnditions have not been til the latter tire of Hie novelty, or the 
� publicized by the hµmane movement. Most · chicks lie dead or dying from being 
humanitarians are not even aware that they squeezed so lovingly, or become ugly and 
exist. The reason for this is that cruel- awkward after a few weeks of precarious 
ty to chickens is not a subject likely to living. Then they are thrown in the trash 
generate new members of and contributions ,, along with wasted food and other broken 
to humane societies. Baby seals, wolves, toys, or served for dinner. So humani tar-
tigers, and other attractive species of ians have put on campaigns for legislation 
animals_are much more photogenic and sym- to ban the sale of Easter chicks, as weat 
pathy evoking. Not to mention dogs and Humane Information Services did success-
cats! If you need funds, don't mention fully in Florida several years ago. But 
what you are doing for chickens! most of these same humanitarians have 
Third, even though many of the condi- shown practically no interest in the 
tionsdescribed have been long known to plight of far greater numbers of male baby 
knowledgeable humanitarians, no practical chicks produced daily in the same hatcher-
proposals for eliminating or ameliorating ies, and thrown.into plastic bags or bar-
the cruelties have appeared. rels to smother merely because they are 
This is well stated by Ms. Jean-Alice male and can't lay eggs. 
Uehlinger in a review of Peter singer's "A du.c.k.en," as Gertrude Stein might 
well-publicized recent book Animal UbeJta.- have said, "Mi a. du.c.ken. 11 That is the 
ti.on, a major part of which is devoted to reason for the massive indifference on all 
an impassioned denunciation of factory sides to the cruelties infricted on chick-
farming including the poultry industry. ens. They are .not "cute," "darling" lit-
This review is contained in the March, tle babies like the yellow-colored Easter 
1976, issue. of Animal.&, published by the chicks. 
Massachusetts SPCA: Moreover, the chicken and its eggs are 
"Animal Lib_eration hati Jt.ec.ei.ved a. gJt.e.a,t one of the chief sources of protein food 
de.al 06 atten:tlon .ln Jt.ec.ent month6, whlch in the world. Without desiring to. get in­
'4!0� .oeem.to betoken a. b!t,[_ght 6utwr.e 6oJt. to any controversy with the beef and pork 
.lt6 ,c.au.6e.. And yet I c.annot help ha.v.lng people, we understand chicken provides by 
.oom<; ,n,u,g,lv.lng-6 a.6 ta U,1, .oll.C.C.e.6.6 when 1 far the cheapest source of animal protein • 
. ':'eo,tect � PeteJr.. Si.ngeJt. ,l!, a.c:t.u.a.Uy -&a.y- Eggs are the nearest thing we have to a 
.wg VeJuj LU:tte that: ha.6 not been 1:ictld be- nutritionally complete fqod, and are cheap 
6aJc.� •• •.• he ma.ku a. ,ugoJt.ol.U c.M e. 6oJt. vege- as well. Nobody wants to antagonize those 
�m •• • But when I c.0116.ld.eJt. (an arti- responsible for such largess. We must not 
cle of similar import), wluc.h a.ppe.M.ed .ln overlook, either, that the industry pro­
Animals .ln 1812, 1 begin ta 6e.M. .tha.t phi- vides a living for many thousands of farm­
R.o.o0phlz.ln.g alone wlU neveJt. 6Jt.ee. owr.. 6el- ers, plant workers, and people engaged in 
low cJr.ea.twr.e.& ••• " the marketing of poultry products. 
She is right. Denunciation without These great benefits, indeed the very 
practical remedies will get us nowhere. , existence of the industry, are made possi-
Everythirig contained in this article is ble by the methods which �e the process 
. designed not to arouse futile indignation, cruel. If we had to depend upon the ordi-
but to lead up to the practical remedies nary, old-fashioned barnyard flocks for 
that we suggest. Description of gory de- our poultry and eggs, prices would be sky-
tails for its shock value is omitted. Ev- high in order to limit demand to the very 
erything contained in the article has a limited supply that would be available. 
bearing on what can be done to prevent or Poultry and eggs would be luxuries. For, 
alleviate the conditions to which we ob- make no mistake, factory farming is effi-








DOES A CHICKEN FEEL PAIN? 
Please note , we are not condemning any­
one, much less the darling little girls 
who pluck the chicken leg from Colonel 
·Sanders' bucket and.crunch it with such
pleasure for the betiefitof the 'ad agen-
cy's cameras. Perhaps there is scientific 
backing for the almost universal belief 
that we don't have to worry about the suf­
fering of chickens .• 
Major c. w. Hume, the well-known Brit­
i�h scientist:humanitarian, has addressed 




w.; Ma.n a.nd Beati,t; Universities 
for Animal Welfare, 1962, p. 
ed haw low down .ln :the a.n,unal woJchl, "u.c.h 
6eellng.6 (pain, fear, etc.) m<.Ut be. -imput- · 
ed.,_ ,th� a.n1iweJt. Mi plctln: any oJt.ga.n.,wmwfuch -<-6 c.a.pa.b.te 06 leaJr.n.lng b:y Jt.euJaJtdt, 
and pu.n.-l6hment6 mli..6t be M.6wned to -be c.a.­
pa.ble a 6 6 ee.U.n.g ple.Mwr..e and pcun .ln :the 
a.b-& enc.e a 6 pM o 6 ta the c.a n:t.Juvr.y. " 
Are chickens capable of learning by re­
wards and punishment? For the answer to 
this question we do not have to s�arch the 
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pages of journals of psychology. All we 
need do is place a dime in the slot of a 
vending machine attached to the cage of a 
chicken housed on the first floor of 
Webb's City, the World's Most Unusual 
Drugstore� right here in the fine City of 
St. Petersburg. The bird, an ordinary 
chicken, will immediately take a miniature 
baseball bat in its beak and slug out a 
home run, thereby earning for its effort a 
small .portion of grain. Still other 
chickens, and a duck, in similar cages 
will respond to dimes by playing a toy pi­
ano, and performing other tricks, no doubt 
learned at the expense of some starvation 
and perhaps even worse punishrne�ts as well 
as rewards. All of this seems to ade-
,quately meet the test propounded by Major 
Hurne. The chicken does have sufficient 
intelligence or sensitivities to learn 
from a system of rewards and punishments. 
THE POULTRY AND EGG INDUSTRY 
Each year in the United States, farms 
and the commercial poultry and egg indus­
try produce about 65 billion eggs and 
nearly 3.5 billion chickens, broilers and 
turkeys, with a combined value at the farm 
of nearly 4.5 billion doilars. This makes 
the industry one of the most important in 
the country. For comparison, automobile 
production was valued at the plants at 
about 44 billion dollars. 
Any industry that is this large com­
mands attention and respect, and the poul­
try industry rec_eives it from politi­
cians, businessmen and consumers, if not 
from humanitarians more concerned with 
saving a few thousand starlings from being 
destroyed as an environmental nuisance 
than with what happens to 3,500,000,000 
fowl (probably more inches of type in hu­
mane society publications in recent years 
have been devoted to the former than to 
the latter). 
The poultry industry is intensive hus­
bandry personified. It is highly mecha­
nized, specialized and governed by scien­
tific technology. The successful connn�r­
cial poultryman must kno'jrl-something about 
genetics, bacteriology, virology, pharma­
cology, nutrition, ·mechanical engineering, 
marketing and business administration. 
Computers are used to regulate some opera­
tion�. 
DISEASE AND DRUGS 
Without this technical know-how it 
would be much more likely that the entire 
operation would be wiped out by disease. 
Such catastrophes can still occur with 
dismaying frequency (Fig. 1). 
----------. ------- .. --------------7 
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to 100,000 eggs OJ 
chicks . Once bor1 
the chicks cannot 
easily "stockpilec 
al though the "brae 
ers" can take up! 
of the slack. Soll 
times drastic chru 
in weather or mar} 
prices can result 
sizable changes i1 
the current demanc 
need for chicks. 
Fig. 1. Aftermath of disease. Millions of chickens are killed, 
hauled to rendering plants, and processed into chicken feed. 
Formerly, the c 
termination of thE 
sex of the chicks 
done almost exclu· 
sively by highly i 
cialized persons, 
examined the chic] 
sex organs. With 
advent of modern 
bred strains it bE 
came possible to c 
termine 'sex by ex. 
ining the tail fee 
ers, thus reducin� 
the cost to the 
hatchery and the , 
and tear on the 
chicks (Fig. 3). 
Some of the un· 
wanted chicks may 
sold to medical le 
Less than half of the fowl in this truckload is shown in the 
picture. (Photograph from The PWn. TJLut.h, published by Ambassa­
dor College; March, 1973, p. 23. This excellent magazine has 
carried several good articles on factory farming.) ________ ..;. __________________________ ratories, or to e11
The danger of disease is always upper­
most in the mind of the poultry or egg 
producer. The chickens are dosed with 
diseas�-preventing drugs from beginning to 
end. And, while they are at it, the ex­
perts also may provide hormones or other 
drugs designed to produce more eggs per 
pound of feed and to control other condi­
tions, although the use of such drugs is 
less common than formerly. 
COMMERCIAL HATCHERIES 
The application of scientific technolo­
gy in the poultry industry starts with 
breeding the chickens which produce the 
eggs which in turn,are hatched into chicks 
used as the layer�in, commercial egg p�­
duction. The laws 6f genetics are follow­
ed to produce inbred birds which as layers 
produce far more eggs than the old barn­
yard breeds, and are better adapted to 
stand the severe stresses to which the 
birds are subjected •. · These chickens, pro­
duced on specialized farms controlled by 
the hatcheries which use their eggs, or 
operating independently and selling to 
commercial hatcheries, are the source of 
most of the.laying hens used by the egg 
industry. 
The hatchery frequently is the key part 
of the whole operation, owning and con­
trolling the breeding birds, and operating 
large incubators capable of producing mil­
lions of chicks annually� spaced out dur­
ing the year to meet market needs (Fig. 
2) •
The hatchery also may have control over 
the other parts of the industry, including 
. the brooder farm which keeps the chicks to 
the age of about eight weeks, the pullet 
farm where they grow to laying size at 
about 18 to 20 weeks of age, and the lay­
ing farm where the_eggs for consumers are 
produced. 
All of these specialized types of farms 
usually are arms of the hatchery enter­
prise, which furnishes the chickens, the 
feed, the medications, the transportation 
of the chickens to and from the farms, and 
detailed instructions based on daily re­
ports received from the farms. The owners 
of the contract farms provide the facili­
ties and the labor •. In _some states where 
poultry and eggs are less important the 
owners of the farms assume a greater de­
gree of responsibility and risk, as inde­
pendent operators. 
KILLIN& UNWANTED CHICKS 
Almost immediately after hatching, the 
chicles are sexed. This is for the purpose 
of eliminating the male chicks, which are 
of no use since they cannot lay eggs and 
the laying type of chicken is not suitable 
for broiler meat production. 
Other chicks become unwanted because of 
fluctuations in demand for the chicks. 
The hatchery, for economical .operation, 
ployees of the hatchery to be raised at 
home for meat, or in states not having 
strictive laws they may go into the Eaf 
chick trade. Most of them, however, aJ 
of no value, and are destroyed on the 
spot. 
(See POULTRY, page 3, column 1) 
Fig. 2. This incubator holds 90,000 
chicks at once. The chicks peck out 01 
their shells, taking several hours for 
tray, above, to hatch. (Photograph COL 
tesy The St. PeteJL6bUJL9 Ti.mu.) 
Fig. 3. Sexing of chicks, formerly do1 
by examining the chick's sex organs, a1 
expensive and probably painful operatii 
now can be done by examining the lengtl 
tail feathers of chicks of this specta· 
· bred strain. These are the 1 onger ta i' 
feathers of the male chicks, which are 
_.,__A._,_.,J .;__,"""'�.;�+A.1 u fD'"-n+-n.,,'lt'll!:11'"'1,  rn.11""'• 
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Their necks may be wrung before they 
are thrown in a big trash barrel, later to 
be converted into poultry feed, or they 
may just be thrown in live, to gradually 
smother to death; or the barrel may con­
tain water so the chicks will drown, or 
some gas such as carbon tetrachloride 
(Fig. 4). Some hatcheries merely stuff 
the chicks in plastic trash bags and let 
them smother to death. 
Fig. 4. Male baby chicks of egg-laying 
type are destroyed soon after sexing, b,¥ 
dumping alive into barrels or stuffing in­
to plastic trash bags. (Photograph from 
one of our members, Mrs. William M. 
Arnold, of Hot Springs, South Dakota.) 
several years ago poultrymen protesting 
low egg and broiler prices invited report­
ers to view the, destruction of several 
thousand chicks which supposedly were be­
ing 'di vert'ed ; :froln production'' bu£' which. in 
all likelihood were just some of the un­
wanted chicks that would have been killed 
anyway. The photograph shown in Fig. 4 
appeared in newspapers at that time. 
Counter-protests by animal lovers demanded 
that the killing be stopped, or done more 
humanely, not aware that many times more 
thousands of chicks are destroyed in 
hatcheries every day as a routine opera­
tion. One national humane society with 
straight face announced that it was look­
ing into the killing and would make every 
effort to see that it was stopped or done 
humanely. I,n a few days everyone forgot 
about it, as usually happens following 
such publicity about animals. But the an.;. 
nual destruction by inhumane means of many 
millions of baby chicks still goes on. 
Humane Information Services believes 
that it is possible to devise a more hu­
mane way of disposing of these unwanted 
chicks. In past issues of RepoJtt .to Hu­
ma� we have discussed the possi� 
bility of using carbon dioxide .for this 
purpose. We intend to thoroughly investi­
gate the probl:em. 
A/ study reported in the BJL.i:t,i,,,6h VdfZ/1.i­
naJty JoU/U'l.a.l, by staff of the Poultry Re­
search Station, Animal Health Trust, 
Houghton, England, pointed to the'undesir­
abirity of "an.y mdhod 06 eu:,phy�on 
wklc.h doe& not .ln.d.u.c.e. ane&:the&.la, a.nd 
wh-lc.h in .6 ome. way a.lvc;t6 .the. c.h-lc.k.6 :t.o the. 
change in the.i.JL envi.ltonment, :thw., .lnduc..lng 
a. v,i.goliou& Jte&i6tanc.e ;to eu:,phyx.,i.a;Uon.
Thi6 appUu :t.o eu:,phyx.,la;Uon by .timothfZ/1.ing
a.nd �owning. Will the. la:tte.Jt method.ti 
.titll.uggUng, pe!L6.l.6t.6 601t a.t .teeu:,.t 45 .6,ec.­
ond.6 be.601te. lo.ti.6 06 c.on.6c..lou&ne.ti.6." It
was found that the same reaction occurred
when a lethal chamber was used, in which
nitrogen was introduced at;. ":the Jtela.:tlvely
high Jta.te 06 4.5 cub.le. 6ed pe!L minute."
With carbon monoxide, "c.o nvu.£.6,lo n.6 b e.gan
be6oll.e the c.h,lc.lu, c.olla.p&e.d ••• They Welte.
appltoxi.ma.tely 06 the. .tianie dwr.a.Uon a.nd v,i.­
ole.n.c.e eu:, tho.6 e. wh.lc.h oc.CLWte.d will ru:tJr..o­
ge.n ••• " Gasoline engine expaust, which
contains a relatively low percentage of
carbon monoxide gas, was considered, on
must be destroyed in a few hours. Chloro­
form or carbon tetrachloride were consid­
ered most suitable-for smaller establish­
ments. We have heard of no major attempts 
to make use of these findings. 
DE-BEAK ING 
Shortly after the chicks are sexed the 
female chicks go through the process of 
being immunized and having their beaks 
partially removed. 
De-beaking may be done before the 
chicks leave the hatchery, or at the 
brooder farm. A small machine is operated 
by a person with a trayfµl of chicks in 
front of her. She takes a chick out of 
the tray, applies it to the de-beaker, and 
throws the chick in a brooder box, all in 
one swift operation. Here, as elsewhere, 
the operation is highly mechanized and ef­
ficient (Fig. 5). De-beaking may be of 
only the upper beak or parts of both (Fig. 
6). The chick is held in one hand and its 
beak applied to a guillotine-like machine 
which cuts off part of the beak. A red­
hot bar behind the blade cauterizes the 
wound. 
The purpose of the operation is to pre­
vent the chicks from pecking each other, 
which can result in serious injury (canni­
balism). They do this, apparently, mainly 
because they are in such tight quarters, 
subject to stress at all times. Birds 
have been known to strip a fellow occupant 
of a cage of nearly all its feathers, and 
to pick big holes in a chicken's body. If 
a cannibalized hen suffering from a severe 
wound is able to continue to lay, it will 
be left in the cage until it dies. The 
bird's suffering is less important than 
the extra money obtained from the addi-'­
tional eggs it lays. 
In the broiler industry, damage to car­
casses results in placing the bird in a 
lower grade, or making it unfit for sale 
as a whole bird. 
So, from both a humane and economic 
standpoint, de-beaking is necessary. The 
books on factory farming make a big point 
of it, but from a humane standpoint the 
net result probably is ""a plus. · 
Forme':rly, the chicJc�' . combs also were 
removed, because it was believed they of­
fered a tempting place for the,companion 
chickens to peck. Now, however, the combs 
are left on; it was discovered that appar­
ently they are heat resistors. Well, one 
less misery for the chicks to sufferl 
Fig. 5. Female chicks survive and are im­
mediately inmunized, top, against Marek's 
disease, a cancer that used to kill up to 
ten percent of the chickens. Another ear-
Fig. 6. Only the upp�r beak is partially 
cut off (above) , or both beaks are cut 
(below) . · (Drawings by Joan Goodman.) 
BROODER FARMS 
Although arrangements are not exactly 
the same in different parts of the coun� 
try and for different operators, it is 
generally the practice to have the growing 
chicks pass through two stages before the� 
reach the laying farm. The first of these 
is the brooder farm, where the young 
chicks grow rapidly until they reach the 
age of about eight weeks. This operation 
usually is financed and managed by the 
hatchery, the 11farmer" merely supplying 
the land, buildings and labor. They may 
be small subsistence farms,,the owners of 
which work in a nearby town or city, with 
the families supplying much of the labor. 
Fig. 7, although poorly lighted, shows 
how the birds are crowded into small cages 
with little room to do more than stand or 
sit. 
Fig. 7. Chicks destined to become laying 
hens may fi.rst go to a brooder farm, wherE 
they remain for about eight weeks� The 
cages on the brooder farms vary in size, 
such as 2 1 x 5 1 containing about 40 
chicks, or about one-quart�r square foot 
per bird. Not exactly Waldorf-Astoria 
living! We regret the poor lighting for 
this picture, but it shows the crowded 
conditions better than some clearer photo­
graphs we have. 
PULLET FARMS 
By the time the chickens are eight 
weeks old they are ready for trapsfer to 
larger quarters, which may be on a sepa­
rate "pullet farm." Here the cages may be 
about 15�" wide, 18�" high, and 18 11 to 20' 
deep, with as many as eight to 12 birds 
per cage depending on size (Figs. 8 and 
9) •
As throughout their lives from chick tc 
chicken soup, the pullets have to stand 
and move about on wire floors with about a 
l" x 2 11 mesh. 
The crowding and resulting stress on 
the birds causes heavy losses. The dead 
birds are dumped into garbage cans or a 
chute leading to a buried tank, or are 
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Fig. 8. At the pullet farm the birds are 
kept until they are 18 to 20 weeks ol d and 
ready to lay. Then they are transferred 
to their final abode, the l aying farm. 
The pullet farms have capacities for up to 
70, 000 birds,  probab l y  more in some areas. 
Some idea of the si ze of the operation can 
be gained by a close look at Fi g .  9 below. 
Fig. 9. Another view of cages at a pu l l et 
farm. Feed trough at left. Droppings . 
fal l . through wire mesh fl oor of cage to 
fl oor of bu i ld i ng bel ow, from which they 
are peri od i cal l y  removed by mechanical 
means. 
THE LAY I NG FARM 
The ready-to-lay pullets are moved .to 
the laying farm (Fig. 10) , where they re·­
main until egg production declines . Then 
they go to · the cannery, which buys them at 
a low price for conversion into that can 
of delicious chicken noodle soup you had 
for lunch yesterday. 
The hen may lay for ten to 15 months. 
Some are sent to the cannery when molting 
begins and egg production drops off at 
about ten . months. Others are kept through 
the molting period, which is hastened by 
withholding all feed . for seven days and 
water for five hours at a time two days in 
a row. This is tough on the chickens but 
increases the laying period and results in 
Fi a .  1 0. Exterior and interior views of 
more eggs per bird. After molting is com­
pleted, the birds may lay for up to five 
additional months. All of these practices 
and conditions vary from farm to farm and 
from one part of the country to another. 
The descriptions given are very general, 
and should not be taken as exact. This 
applies throughout this discussion. 
The hens are kept in cages with wire 
floors which slope toward the aisle where 
the farm workers operate. When the hen 
lays an egg, it rolls down to a trough in 
front of the cage, where the eggs are col­
lected several times daily . Above this 
trough on the outside of the cage is the 
feeding trough. The feeding procedure is 
mechanized, in different ways on different 
farms. Water is provided either in small­
er troughs below the feed troughs, or in 
automatic devices actuated by the bird's 
beak. The droppings fall through the wire 
floor of the cages to the floor, from 
which they are removed periodically with 
mechanical devices, part of which is shown 
in the exterior view of Fig. 10. 
In the laying houses the cages general­
ly are suspended on wires, in one, two, 
three, or even more tiers . The one and 
two-tier arrangements are most common. 
Figs. 10 and 11 show a two-tier arrange­
ment. 
The individual cages vary in size and 
the number of birds housed in each one. 
That shown in the top view in Fig. 11 is 
10" wide, 14" high and 15 " long, and holds 
three hens. This gives about 50 square 
inches per bird. On other farms, 12 "-wide 
cages hold four hens, even more crowded. 
Some hatcheries which control the opera­
tions of the contract farms pay more money 
Fig. 1 1 .  Three l aying hens per cage ( see 
up.per photograph) . Not much room for a 
lifetime! On the outside, the top trough 
is for feed, which the bird reaches by 
sticking i ts neck through the wire, the 
small er trough below that contai ns water, · 
and a third trough catches the newly-laid 
eggs after they roll down the sloping 
floor of the cage. 
The middle photograph shows a two-tier 
arrangement of the cages. 
The l ower nhotoaranh i s  another v i ew of 
per bird to contractors who house fewE 
birds per cage, apparently because th: 
decreases the chance of disease and ii 
creases output per bird. As can be p: 
ly seen, it is not a very comfortable 
for the hen to spend a lifetime ! 
But at least the hens may not be lE 
without the solace of male companions} 
even though sex is strictly taboo. Sc 
farms have a rooster that roams the tc 
of the cages (Fig. 12 ), apparently in 
belief that this platonic relationshi1 
serves to quiet the hens and is conduc 
of less pecking and more egg laying! 
Fig. 1 2. Lord of the harem, although ' 
ited to only platonic l ove! Some l ayi 
farms have roosters to patrol the cage 
apparentl y in the belief that they bri 
serenity to the hens and resul t in mar 
egg l aying. But how about the frustra 
roosters? 
The eggs are collected from the cag 
troughs about three times daily, coate 
with mineral oil to prevent evaporatic 
moisture through the shell, · cooled, ari 
picked up one or more times a week by 
egg processor. The latter "candles" t 
eggs on an illuminated table holding a 
ens at a time, to remove eggs with era 
or blood spots; these eggs are broken 
cans. of whole eggs, yolks or whites an 
frozen, for use by processors of prepa 
aged foods, bakeries , etc. The 0th.er 
are sorted automatically, by size, a.no 
packaged in the cartons so ,£amiliar to 
consumers. 
In all of these procedures the soJ;e 
criterion governing the size and const 
tion of the cages, the number of birds 
cage, the kind and quantity of feed, t 
medications given in the feed--everyth 
--is profit per bird or per farm. Hum 
considerations simply do not enter int 
the picture at all. 
BRO ILER PRODUCT ION 
Many people seem to think that the 
duction of eggs and poultry meat are j 
different parts of a single operation. 
This is not so. Egg and poultry meat 
duction are two totally different oper 
tions, conducted by different enterpri 
in different locations. The only conn 
tion between the two is the use of dis 
carded laying hens by canners of soup, 
by poultry meat processors - who use the 
for marketing "stewing hens." "Roasti 
chickens" are discarded hens raised on 
farms which produce the eggs used to h 
broiler chicks. These are heavier bre 
than the hens for egg laying. There i 
little or no distinction in the trade 
tween "broilers" and "fryers," and the 
latter term has been largely dropped e 
cept in supermarket advertising to con 
ers. 
The hatcheries providing chicks for 
broiler production use a different kin 
chicken, bred to produce eggs which w� 
hatched will give maximum gain in weig 
and which have good body conformations 
The whole operation, from the contract 
farm producing the fertilized eggs fro 
the specially-bred chickens ; to the ha 
ery which operates similarly to those 
viding chicks for laying , to the cont:r: 
farmers who raise the chicks to broile 
size, may be controlled by the poultry 
plant which kills, dresses and markets 
broilers. The arrangements vary in di 
ferent parts of the country, but every 
where the tendency is strongly toward 
centration of control , rather than dis 
persal among a number of different kiri 
of producers. This concentration make 
possible to produce a pound of chickeri 
a far lower cost than the old ways. 
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chicken, but sci�ntific breeding and mod­
ern feeding methods now make it possible 
to produce chickens sufficiently fat for 
marketing at eight weeks . 
In broiler production the male as well 
as female chicks are utilized, so the
problem . faced by hatcheries producing lay­
ing chickens, ,of killing chicks right af­
ter they are hatched, does not arise � . The 
exception to this may occur if market 
prices for broilers drop precipitously, 
after the eggs have been placed in the in­
cubator, and it becomes necessary to cur­
tail the feeding operations . In that 
event, either unhatched eggs in the incu­
bator or newly,:_hatched chicks may be de­
stroyed . 
BRO I LER FEED I NG 
Broiler chickens, after they go through 
the brooder stage, are fed out in gigantic 
houses holding thousands of birds crowded 
together on one floor (Fig . 13) . In Eu- , 
rope, and perhaps in some parts of the 
United States, broilers are kept on wire 
floors so that the droppings fall through 
for easy cleanup after the birds have gone 
to the processing plant, meanwhile keeping 
the birds cleaner and perhaps contributing 
to lower disease rates . So far as we 
know, however, the common practice in t�is 
country is to raise the broilers on solid 
floors . 
Automatic water and feed-dispensing 
equipment greatly reduces labor require­
ments . The checkered cylinders seen on 
each side of the floor in Fig . 13 are the 
feeders . These are filled from overhead 
conveyors . 
Florida Development Commission Photo 
Fig. 13. Chickens for broile�s . are grown 
in large broiler houses conta1 n1 ng thou ­
sands of bi rds, with automatic feeders, 
but generally on solid floors and under 
more comfortable conditions than those 
prevail ing for chickens for egg produc­
tion. 
TRANS PORTAT ION OF CH I CKENS 
Fig. 14 shows a truck packed with 
crates of chickens � The whole process of 
catching the birds, cramming the strug­
gling birds into crates, �nd then removing 
them from the crates to the assembly line 
shackles at the processing plant is 
fraught with stress, terror and pain . 
And, of course, the laying chickens trans­
ferred from one kind of farm to another, 
and finally from the layin� farm to the 
cannery, also experience this trauma. 
THE CH I CKEN-PROCESS I NG PLANT 
The poultry slaughtering plants that 
process the bulk of the chickens used by 
American consumers are large and modern 
establishments which operate on the same 
general principle as an automobile assem­
bly line . Only in this case, it is "dis­
assembly . ;, 
Some plants kill and dress 100,000 
birds in a day . The assembly line moves 
at a rapid pace . A chicken is hung, kill­
ed, plucked and drawn in a matter of sec­
onds . With such speeds, all kinds of "ac­
cidents," or deviations from the intended 
procedures, are bound to · happen. The "ac­
cident" is quite likely to result in suf­
fering by the chicken . 
The chickens are loaded at the broiler 
dustry, probably because it re­
quires too much space and is 
considered too expensive. We 
believe, also, that it is not 
as humane as the electric water 
bath discussed later. 
In Denmark, which is a big 
producer of poultry, there is a 
law requiring humane slaughter 
of poultry . This, as for other 
livestock, means stunning be­
fore cutting and bleeding out . 
Formerly the bird was stunned 
by hitting it on the neck with 
a stick . Later, electric stun­
ners were developed, and appar­
ently satisfy the requirements 
of the law. 
The cabinets in which this 
is done are closed from view by 
sides and canvas doors where 
Fig. 1 4. Crating and uncrati ng chickens for �rans- the birds enter and exit . How-
portation gives rise to much trauma for the bi rds. ever, the writer got down on L.!.::::...:::..::..:..:::.:..:...-=..:�:.:....:....::.:..::.......::.::.....:.:.:.::..:..:.;...... ___________ __, the wet, dirty floor and lookedtime period between loading and process­
ing, and to avoid as much as possible ex­
posing the birds to extremes of tempera­
ture. Despite these efforts, the birds do 
frequently suffer during the trip , from 
heat or cold and from trauma . 
Arriving at the plant, the crates are 
unloaded onto the receiving platform, 
where a crew of "hangersl' removes the 
chickens from the crate and hangs them on 
shackles attached to the assembly line . 
This also may be a painful process for the 
birds, which are pulled roughly from the 
crates, wings flapping, necks at all . an­gles, which is conducive of broken wings 
and other injuries . Each "hanger" in some 
plants handles 900 chickens an hour . Not 
time for gentleness in handling ! As 
throughout the entire life of the chicken, 
speed and cost cutting take precedence. 
over humaneness. 
The birds hang head down as they move 
along from station to station on the as­
sembly line. The pressure of blood in the 
chicken's head apparently tends to quiet 
the bird to some extent. 
The steps or "station,s " on the assembly 
line.,;;are,: ., (1) , . stunning..,, ( 2) cutting. ,·'·: · 
(venesection), (3) bleed'ing out, (4 ) im­
mersing in · the · scalder · tp loosen the 
feathers, (5) picking, . (6) burning off 
pinfeathers, (7) cutting off head, (8) 
cutting off feet, (9) re--hanging the leg­
less carcass on the assembly line, (10)  
cutting open the carcass, (11) removing 
entrails, (12) inspection by United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) inspec­
tors, (13) removing edible giblets , ( 14) 
sucking out the lungs with giant vacuum 
hoses, (15) grading, ( 16 )  cutting carcass 
into parts if any part is damaged or if 
the demand for separate parts is greater 
than for the whole chicken, (17) packag­
ing, ·c18) freezing if called for, depend­
ing on market outlets . The head, lower 
legs and feet, inedible entrails, etc . ,  
are cooked and ground into chicken feed . 
Everything but the squawk is _utilized ! 
Although all of these processes are in­
teresting, at least to anyone concerned 
with industrial efficiency, the only ones 
that concern us as humanitarians are hang­
ing, stunning and cutting. 
STUNN I NG 
About 20 years ago Anthony W .  Kotula 
and coll�agues of the Agricultural Market­
ing Service, USDA, conducted experiments 
in the stunning of poultry prior to 
slaughter, using a carbon dioxide tunnel 
similar in general principle to that which 
has been used by some meat packers to im­
mobilize hogs before slaughter . This work
2)"B : o  was summarized as follows : /t0;1..,t,e/L6 
2 > Kotula, et al ; "Experimentation With In­
Line Carbon Dioxide Immobilization of 
Chickens Prior to Slaughter" ;  PouLtlty Su­
e.nee : Vol. XL, No. 1 ;  Ja..nua1ty, 1 96 1 .
Also see USDA CiAc.u.lall. No. 9 58 ;  "Carbon 
Dioxide Immobilization of Turkeys Before 
Slaughter;' ; February, 1955 . 
wvz.e ..unmobilized c.on:ti.nu.oUl:ilff in a. c.onvey­
olt eqt..Upped :tu.nne.l a.t :the 17.a.:te. 01)  3 , 700
pvz. hoUll.. An:tvz. �vz.ging fi1to"! :the :tu.r,.ne.l 
:the c.hlc.k.en6 Jte.ma,uied unc.on6 uoUl:i but 
a.U.ve dulung J.i ha.c.Wng, -6tic.fu.ng a.nd 
blee.ding. " 
up into the cabinet, to see something 
which he doesn't want to again soon. Blue 
sparks . from the electrodes jumped out to 
greet the chickens as they entered {a fea­
ture of some stunners to be avoided). The 
chickens squawked and struggled as their 
heads and necks passed through the series 
of wire electrodes . Even with all this, 
not all of the chickens were stunned ; some 
were stuck with a knife at the next sta­
tion while still conscious . 
In the United States, the practice of 
stunning has gradually increased, until 
now it is used . in most large plants . This 
is not done for humane reasons, but for 
the purpose of quieting the birds so they 
can be stuck . and bled out more easily and 
quickly . 
Several methods of stunning now are in 
use. One is the electric knife . When the 
sticker makes the cut, a button on the 
knife is pressed, producing a controlled 
electric current which stuns the bird. 
The advertising literature of the manufac­
t\lrer states : "Sile.lung bec.ame6 a. de6iAed
job be.c.au.6 e.  U -l6 clean; no 6..f.ghtlng 06 . 
b-Utd.6 • •• EU.mlna.:te6 No • . 2 b,(/L(U) du.e ;to b1t.o, 
ken wing-6 a.nd b1tc.vU ed badie6 61tam battUng 
,in .the. c.hu.t.e6. The .6:tunnvz. .6:toµ6 :the 
banging a.nd c.la.ttvung a 6 b-ULci6 an the way 
:to .the .& c.a.ldvz.. Stunned b..iJui6 .6 c.a.£.cl be;t­
:tvr., :to a • • •• The .6:tunnvz. .6 u.bdu.e6 6 owl .6 a 
.they do not .thltow blood ,CLU ovvz. :the lu.U­
,ing Jtoom. 11 But not a word about humane­
ness ! Humane Information Services has not 
been able to reach definite conclusions 
about the humaneness of the electric 
knife, which may merely paralyze the bird, 
not make it unconscious. But the claims 
quoted above for the electric knife seri­
ously question the claim made by some that 
sticking without stunning is humane .. Another . type of electric stunner, simi'.'" 
lar to that used in Denmark as described 
above, is made by the same US manufacturer 
who sells the electric knife . The adver­
tisement for this stunner includes the 
statement : "No b-Utd.6 lo-6:t in -6c.a1..dVZ.-­
c.orwwl 0 6  6igh:Un.g b-<Jr.d6 ,in .6c.a..tdvz. pit.e­
ven-to b,i;,ui.l, f,Mm ge:t:Ung ou.:t o-6  -6ha.c.filu 
when in .& c.aldvz.. " If we stated that in 
plants that stick without stunning some 
birds reach the scalder while still con­
scious·, because of a poor stick or incom­
plete bleed-out, we would be accused of · 
being emotional humanitarians . The state­
ment from the advertisement may constitute 
verification, although it may refer to re­
flex actions of the birds after they are 
unconscious . 
In other types of electric stunners, 
some of them "homemade" in the processing 
plants·, the shackled live birds are drag­
ged over a high-voltage grid or plate , and 
the current passes through whichever part 
of 'the body, usually the comb, that touch­
es the grid, then through the body to the 
feet and then to the shackle, which is 
grounded . Most of the current probably 
passes over the skin and flesh, and wheth­
er any passes through the brain, a prereq­
uisite of humane stunning, cannot easily 
be determined . 
The Universities. Federation for Animal 
Welfare, of Great Britain, has made a 
study of both high and low-voltage elec­
tric stunners, concluding that the former, 
described last above , was of ouestionable 
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which the chickens pass through the flexi­
ble wire electrodes was found to result in 
effective stunning in at least 90 percent 
of the birds studied, "bU-t mlo.& eh cU.d C.ell.­
talnly oc.c.wr.. " That agrees with our own 
observations. 
A more recently-developed type of stun­
ner which originated in Holland is now 
used in Florida and some other places in 
the United States (Fig. 15 ) . This is 
Fig. 15. The el ectrified water bath u sed 
for stunning poultry in some plants. Th i s 
sh ows contact being made by the head and 
neck of the bird at l9w voltage. (Photo- , 
graph from Universities Federation for An� 
imal Welfare,  London, England. ) 
based on the water bath principle. The 
chickens are not touched by the mechanicaf 
parts of the stunner, contact being made 
by the head and neck , of the chicken with .� 
the electrified water at low voltage. 
This stunner is designed to operate at 
speeds .UP to 6,000 birds per hour. The 
Universities Federation for Animal Welfare 
(UFAW) examined chickens passing through 
the stunner and not subjected to venesec­
tion (cutting) .  "rt WCl-6 c.on.c.luded tha.t 
a6te1t .&tu.n.run.g the b,UtcU Welte un.c.on6 ciaU6 
001r. 35-40 .& ec.on.dl, an.d defi-f.ni.:t.ehj .& ubc.on.­
.& ciow. 601r. the n.ex.t two m.bttLtu . "  This 
allowed sufficient time for venesection· 
and bleeding before entering the scalding 
tank . 
The final conclusion : "The eleWu.c. 
wa:teJL-ba.th poui.;t:Ay .&tu.nn.eJL .l6 c.� 
the mo.&t e66ecti.ve an.d huma.n.e devl..c.e whl..c.h 
ha.6 been. 1..nvutiga.ted by UFAW . When. c.all.­
Jt,[ed out. p,r_o pelli..y the ele.Wu.c. .&tu.nrun.g o 6 
poui.;t:Ay at pMc.eh.&1..ng pla.n:t.6 .l6 humane and 
Jtedu.c.eh ave.1r.-aU .&u66vung . Some doubt 
e.xi..6.t6 , howe.veJL, CL6 · to whethe.1r. 1..n all. w­
c.wn6tanc.u el.eWuc.ai. .&:t.un.nln.g ,u, p!r.opelli..y 
c.aJVued at.it. "  
England in 1967 adopted the Slaughter 
of Poultry Act which became effective in 
1970 .  The authorities charged with en­
forcing the Act approved stunning instru­
ments of the following kind : "An 1..Yl.6:tlw.­
me.n.t whl..c.h pa.6.6 eh an eleWu.c. c.Wl.lr.en.t 
:thlr..ough the blr.al..n. 0 n the b,Utd .6 un 6,lcien.t 
to Jr.en.dell. the bl..Jr.d 1..n6:ta.n;tan.eo,U6ly l..n6 en­
.&1..ble :t.o pa.in.. " · But the UFAW, from whom 
all of this information is obtained, ex� 
presses doubt that the phrase "1..Yl.6:ta.nta.­
n.eou.6.ty l..n6 eruil..ble" is being correctly in- . 
terpreted under field conditions. "Th e 
phenomenon. 06 the electlr.oplecti.c. .& pCL6m .l6 
n.e,lthe.Jr. undeJUitood nolr. 1..ndeed 1r.ec.ognlzed. 
by many Ope/r.a:t.OIL6 O n  .&:t.un.nln.g devl..c.e.6 an.d 
U may weLe. be that in6 pec.tin.g 06 6,lc.eJUi 
al.6 0  have dl..66-lc.ultieh 1..n dl..6f,e.1r.ent.i.ating 
electJt,,lc.ai. pMai.y.6.l6 olr.om elec:buc.ai. ytaJL­
C.0.6,<-6 . 0 This differentiation has been an 
important contribution by UFAW. 
VENESECT I ON 
There are several different methods of 
venesection, or making the cut by which 
the bird is bled to death. Each has its 
proponents. Humane Infonnation Services 
has made no study of this subject, which 
is not especially important from a humane 
standpoint if the birds are properly stun� 
ned before venesection. 
R FMFn l F S 
try and egg industry has been "back to 
old-fashioned barnyard production. " 
A British humane society that is devot­
ed to this problem seems to favor this ap-
. proach. While it may be the key to reform 
of the poultry and egg industry in Great 
Britain, a small country, in our opinion it 
is not the approach to take in the _ United 
States. 
BACK  TO THE HEN .  HOUSE? 
In the good old days nearly every fami­
ly farm had at least a few cows and a 
flock of chickens. The farm wife, between 
other chores such as looking after a bunch 
of kids , cooking, housecleaning, keeping 
wood in the kitchen stove, washing the 
clothes and the kids in a big galvanized 
washtub, and churning the butter, also 
tended the farm flock. Of course the 
kids, when they were old enough, helped 
milk the cows, feed the chickens, and weed 
the vegetable garden. 
The eggs not used by the family accumu­
lated in the underground cellar. Periodi­
cally the farmer hitched up a rig, or 
cranked the Tin Lizzy, and went to town to 
see the banker or to shop, carrying a can 
of sour cream and the eggs with him. If 
the town was sufficiently large to support 
a "produce house," feed store or grain el­
evator, and perhaps even a small creamery, 
the farmer sold the cream and eggs to 
them. Otherwise, they were left at the 
railroad station platform, later to be 
loaded on the passenger train express car 
for transport to the nearest market out­
let, along with �n occasional coop of 
chickens destined for a poultry house 
where they would be slaughtered with or 
without first being fed out. 
The can of cream, by the time it got to 
the creamery, was sour indeed , not infre­
quently with dirt or a dead rat in it . 
The eggs were far from having that "farm 
fresh" quality prized by the advertising 
writers. 
At the produce house the eggs were can­
dled to eliminate the "badies," cooled and 
shipped to customers in the consuming mar­
kets. In the spring,. when laying hens . 
• fe1 t more iike laying, a good proportion 
of the better eggs went into cold storage, 
from which they were removed and sold dur­
ing the season of low egg production. 
Now, egg production on the factory farms 
is adjusted to market needs. Cold-storage 
eggs, which actually were better than many 
"fresh" ones produced in the sununer , now 
are seldom encountered. _ 
Later, with the advent of better farm­
to-market roads and automobiles , the mar­
keting of the cream, eggs and poultry was 
speeded up, with truck collectors calling 
at the farm, even daily to pick up the 
milk. This improved the quality of the 
products, but they still were not what the 
glowing recollections of those who would 
carry . us back to the good old days might 
indicate. 
The fact is that the poultry and eggs 
now available from the '.' factory farms"- and 
modern processing plants are much superior 
in what the public accepts as quality than 
the old barnyard products. Now , when you 
buy a dozen "barnyard" eggs from the city 
health food store, they likely have come 
from a specialized farm with no more simi-
larity to the old-time farm flock than to 
the factory fann. They may let a rooster 
strut among the flock, giving fertile eggs 
(a psychological advantage only), the 
shells may be brown (strictly a matter of 
the breed of chicken), and the yolks may 
be a darker yellow because th� chickens 
are outdoors in large pens , where grass 
and grasshoppers are available (egg yolk 
color is strictly a matter of the kind of 
feed, and can be controlled to any shade 
desired). Despite the belief of opponents 
of factory farming, consumers in most 
places prefer the lighter yolks, otherwise 
the egg producers would put some cheap 
yellow dye in the feed. 
Despite the sentimental attaclunent to 
the family farm, it has disappeared from 
the American scene by the million. The 
cost advantages of larger production units 
were too great to resist. Expensive ma­
chinery is required to operate successful­
ly, and that requires more acreage. So, 
the family farmer either added to his farm 
that have been rapidly taking over agr 
business. In either case, the farm op 
tor had too much to do to bother with 
milking a few cows or raising a few ch 
ens. 
There are not enough family farms 
around now to produce the eggs and pou 
required for the greatly expanded popu 
tion in the cities. Even if they want 
to, they could not compete with the in 
sive poultry and egg operations descri 
in this article. To induce the produc 
and marketing nf sufficient quantities 
barnyard eggs and poultry raised on th 
open range would require prices severa 
times higher than now prevail in the s· 
perrnarkets. And, despite allegations 
the contrary, the quality of these pro, 
ucts would not be as high as at presen, 
It is ·"pie-in-the-sky" dreaming, th, 
fore, to suggest that the remedy for " 
tory" production of eggs and poultry L 
return to the hen house of old, with i· 
nesting boxes, scratching straw on the 
floor, and open range for the chickens 
This may be all right for a few produc1 
of "farm-fresh" eggs sold in specializ1 
markets, and the few consumers who can 
ford them and will visit a different p: 
to obtain them. But we can be sure th, 
the vast bulk of the poultry and eggs 
sumed in the United States will contin, 
to be from "factory farms" of the kind 
that have been described. Only the om 
of very severe and continuing poultry < 
ease epidemics not treatable by even ni 
drugs and methods of husbandry could nc 
gate that prediction. We certainly cai 
count on that. 
VEGETAR IAN ISM 
The remedy apparently favored by Pe1 
Singer and some others is to avoid eat: 
poultry and eggs : vegetarianism. Tha1 
subject was comprehensively discussed : 
Repolr.t to Huma� No. 39,  so notl 
more need be said here . 
. WHAT ARE THE FEAS IBLE REMED IES 
• 
What , then , are the remedies for thE 
cruelties to which chickens are subjec1 
on the factory farms? 
They consist of modifications of ceJ 
tain prac.tices now followed which coulc 
much to alleviate or prevent the . suffeJ 
of chickens • 
COOPERATE�  NOT FIGHT 
These p�actical remedies can be imp; 
mented only by cooperating with the po, 
try and egg industry, not by fighting : 
For reasons indicated in the first par1 
this article, the industry is too big c 
politically powerful to have anything 
pushed down its throat. No legislatioJ 
no significant program of any kind , cai 
achieved by force. This is evident whc 
we consider the first of these specific 
remedies, stunning. 
A HUMANE SLAUGHTER LAW FOR POULTI 
As we have seen, the slaughter of m: 
lions of chickens (and turkeys) can be 
made humane by the adoption of the bes, 
method or methods of stunning the bird1 
before sticking. England and some Eure 
an countries have laws requiring this. 
Why not, then, immediately demand a fee 
' al humane slaughter law for poultry, ii 
eluding turkeys, in the United States? 
We expect that H. R. 1464, the Human, 
Slaughter Act of 1977, which our siste: 
society, the National Association for l 
mane Legislation, had introduced in Co1 
gress, will be passed in 1978. This WI 
extend coverage of the 1958 federal Ac· 
all federally or state-inspected plant 
the United States, would greatly impro· 
enforcement of the 1958 Act, and also 
would cover all foreign meat packing 
plants selling meat products to the Un 
States. Why not a similar law for pou 
try? 
H. R. 1464 would not hurt anybody. 
packers express no opposition. The le, 
ing livestock producers ' organization : 
expressed approval. So £ar, there has 
been practically no opposition to the : 
except from one or. two humane organiza· 
tions which obviously do not understan, 
it, and don't want to. The reason for 
this general approval is that humane 
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years of actual use , to be efficient and 
cost reducing , as well as humane. Even 
foreign plants which would have been 
"caught " by provisions of H.R. 1464 when 
it is passed , already have been re-examin­
ing their slaughter methods , changes al­
ready have been made , and more are in the 
offing . Even if the bill should never 
pass , it already has done a lot of good ! 
But poultry stunning , although intro­
duced in many plants , has not been as well 
worked out and is not so well understood 
as the stunning of other meat animals (see 
previous section on stunning) .  Introduc­
tion of a poultry humane slaughter bill 
now would run· up against these obstacles : 
(1) Congress would say , if it passes 
H . R. l464 , "We have given you the bill you 
wanted, now you will have to wait a while 
for more legislation of that kind." 
(?) The poultry industry does not un­
derstand the problem nor the remedy as 
does the meat-packing industry. It would 
protest . It will take time to inform the 
members of the industry. 
(3) There are many more individual 
firms involved, and the industry is less 
geographically concentrated. As contrast­
ed with. meat packing , in addition to the 
large plants there are many small intra­
state poultry slaughter plants. The big 
plants produce the bulk of poultry meat , 
but a lot of smaller ones can squawk as 
loud politically . 
(4) Some of the smaller plants would 
find it a financial burden to install the 
best stunning equipment , and perhaps to 
discard equipment already paid for. They 
don't think it is necessary . They don 't 
understand why the unsatisfactory homemade 
type of equipment previously described 
will not do the job properly. All of this 
means that a lot of education must precede 
. any attempt to obtain legislation . 
(5) Consumers of dressed poultry will 
not be as sympathetic to chickens as to 
other food animals such as calves . It 
will not be easy to arouse people or the 
· ,  rrews7nea--.ia...-to. su,ppprt _the legislation. 
,;.. (6) Some more work needs'to -be done :in 
testing the relative humaneness of the 
several different methods of stunning. 
This , too , will take time . 
So , we are not ready now to ask for hu­
mane slaughter legislation for poultry. 
But the humane movement should be alive to 
the need , and to the practical possibili-
ties of the remedy. We cannot recall ever 
running across any reference to this sub­
ject in any United States humane publica­
tion . If we are wrong about this , please 
let us know . 
Humane Information Services is prepared 
with knowledge of the problem , and a will­
ingness to tackle it. But we cannot do so 
without financial support. If you would 
like to help , send us a generous 'donation! 
Dollar bills won ' t  do much good in such an 
effort. 
HUMANE K l LLIN� OF BABY CHICKS 
The killing of millions of male baby 
chicks in the hatcheries is the second 
most promising point of attack on the cru­
elties of the poultry and egg business. 
Stunning equipment for killing poultry 
really is economically beneficial to the 
processing plants ; hence the problem in 
obtaining remedial action is to direct 
this self-interest along the most humane 
channels. But there is nothing to be 
gained by the hatchery from making the 
killing of baby chicks humane , except 
peace of mind and the goodwill of consum­
ers and humanitarians . Humane killing 
will add slightly to the hatcheries ' ex­
penses , but we believe this would be more 
than offset by the improved public rela­
tions. It might be necessary to obtain 
state laws requiring this , or to put on 
public campaigns which would .detract from 
the industry's public image. We believe 
that a vigorous educational campaign con­
centrated . on .hatcheries might bring re� 
sults without legislation. But , again , 
this takes money for personnel and travel 
expenses. Humane Information Services is 
ready , if potential contributors are . 
Think of the satisfaction we would get out 
of knowing that we saved from suffering 
billions of these innocent little chicks 
LIVING CONDITIONS 
ON PU LLET AND LAYING FARMS 
We believe , but cannot now prove , that 
the industry has carried beyond the margin 
of economic advantage the reduction in 
cage space per bird on pullet and laying 
farms . This may be indicated by the fact 
that at least one hatchery is willing to 
pay the contract farmer more for keeping 
three birds in a cage than four . If there 
is a good economic reason for this , then 
the advantage of reduced crowding cannot 
be discreet as between three and four , but 
must be a continuous curvilinear relation­
ship. The real problem is to find the 
point of maximum returns . on this curve. 
No doubt the poultry research depart­
ments of the agricultural experiment sta­
tions have made detailed studies of this 
relationship. The first step in trying to 
persuade the industry to increase the 
amount of space allotted per bird would be 
to critically examine these studies to see 
if their conclusions differ , and if so 
why , and if the findings which have re­
sulted in such crowding take into account 
sufficiently the effects on disease and 
mortality. Without wishing to disparage 
the excellent research by agricultural ex­
periment stations which has led to tremen­
dous increases in crop yields and animal 
productivity , it must be said that inves­
tigations have demonstrated lack .of sta­
tistical validity in a very large propor-
tion of these studies , which really have 
merely added superficial confirmation of 
the hypotheses being tested. We must make 
sure that the overcrowding of chickens on 
the pullet and laying farms is not based 
on invalid research findings and biased 
appraisals of individual experiences of 
farm operators. There is a natural bias 
toward more crowding , because it saves on 
initial costs. 
But output per square foot of space is 
not the only criterion that should govern 
the selection of cage sizes. The effect 
of these conditions on the demand for eggs 
and the industry ' s  public image may become 
increasingly important as consumers gradu-
-·a1fy �me -aware -a� them.- - The- indus--try -
cannot afford to ignore this factor en­
tirely. 
If pressure on the 
industry does not bring 
. results , an alternative 
would be to encourage 
_individual egg producers 
to merchandise eggs pro­
duced under optimum con­
ditions from a humane 
standpoint . In England 
the emphasis has been on 
promoting barnyard eggs . 
In this country it might 
ble. This is a part of the industry that 
does not come under the constant ·scrutiny 
of the top managers in the industry units 
which control the whole process. Too much 
has been taken for granted . 
Obviously , however , nobody is now in a 
position to make specific recommendations 
for improvement in this field. Humane In­
formation Services hopes to get to this in 
the not-too-distant future. 
THE BEST OF ALL POTENT IAL REMED I ES? 
The single remedy having perhaps the 
greatest potential for making the poultry 
and egg industry humane is one which would 
touch on both egg and broiler production . 
This remedy would be the development of 
a drug for sedating the birds before they 
are moved from cage to cage , or cage to 
coop, or coop to cage , or coop to shackle. 
It is this rough handling that constitutes 
the greatest single cruelty to broilers. 
Take , for instance , broiler chic�ens 
ready for marketing. If they could re� 
ceive a sedative in the last feed , they 
would be quiet , partially anesthetized , so 
as to be easily caught and inserted in the 
crates for transportation to the process­
ing plant. The stress of transportation 
would be greatly reduced. When the birds 
reached the plant they could be removed 
from the crate with a minimum of distur­
bance . They would hang quietly when 
shackled , and as they moved down the as­
sembly line to the stunner , the stunning 
process itself would involve less trauma . 
Huston and May , staff members of the 
Poultry Department , University of Georgia , 
conducted experiments using sodium pento­
barbital as the sedating agent . They 
found that one grain of sodium pentobarbi­
tal per pound of body weight "..l.6 .t,a.:ti.l, 6ac.­
-totuj -to p!Wduc.e. -6 eda.V.on and peJlln,{;t -6a.:ti.l.-
0ac;t.01ty (dry) pi.uclu.n.g" (Fig. 16) . The 
killed birds had a very satisfactory ap­
pearance. No skin abrasions of the dry 
plucked birds were noted. Bleed-out ap­
parently was not seriously affected, al­
though the time required for bleeding was 
lengthened somewhat. 
This , however , is not the solution of 
the problem , because Of -twO drawbacks : 
( 1 )  a residue of sodium pentobarbital was 
be , more appropriately , 
eggs produced on factory 
farms , but humanely . We 
believe this has an im­
Fig. 16 . The photograph at left shows a pen of broil ers one 
hour after eating feed containing four grains of sodium pen­
tobarbital per pound of feed. I n  photograph at right par­
tially-anestheti zed birds offer no resistance to handling .  - . . 
portant potential. The 
humanely-produced eggs would sell for a 
higher price , but not as much, hi9her as 
would be required for barnyard production. 
Some poultry meat processors already have 
started to merchandise their product ,  in­
cluding TV advertising , store promotions 
and a profitable price differential . We 
believe the same can be done for humanely­
produced eggs. We believe that these ap­
proaches have a much better chance for 
success than would attempts to pass state 
legislation covering the size of cages and 
number of birds per cage . Few state leg­
islators , particularly in agricultural 
areas, would be willing even to consider 
such legislation. 
Examining these possibilities in de­
tail and conducting a promotional campaign 
to obtain adoption of the findings , like 
the other remedies suggested , will take 
money. But it certainly could have sig­
nificant results . 
TRANSPORTATION OF CHICKENS 
The transportation of chickens has un­
dergone fewer basic changes than other 
parts of the industry. Larger trucks than 
formerly are being used for long-distance 
transportation , but essentially the birds 
are handled , crated., trucked and unloaded 
as they were years ago . 
Humane Information Services believes 
found in the tissues of the treated birds 
after processing , and this is unacceptable 
£rom a human health standpoint ; (2)  sodium 
pentobarbital probably would not now be 
obtainable for this purpose. 
It might be possible , however , to find 
another drug to serve the same purpose 
which would not leave an unacceptable res­
idue and which would be available. Humane 
Information Services has written to Abbott 
Laboratories , which furnished the sodium 
pentobarbital for these tests and .also de­
termined the tissue residuals , suggesting 
that the search- for a satisfactory sedat­
ing agent l;>e continued. There is no indi­
cation that this is being done. It is up 
to the humane movement to promote such a 
search. Hwnane Information Services will 
continue trying . 
SUMMARY 
The five areas of potential improvement 
covered by these recommendations are by 
far the most potentially fruitful in re­
ducing the cruelties to chickens. If 
these sources of suffering could be clear­
ed up , the poultry and egg �ndustry no 
longer could be called justifiably the 
most inhumane animal-handling operation in 
the country. Humane Information Services 
believes that it is possible to achieve 
very worthwhile results by attacking these 
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LETTERS  TO THE  E D I TOR . . .  
We ha.ve Jr..ec.en:t.ly Jr..ec.eJ.ved .6 ome -lnteJr..u.ting le;t;t.e.M wh-lc.h we 
hoped to Ll6 e in th-l-6 .l6.6u.e. Bu.t the need 6oJr.. .6pa.c.e 6oJr.. the lead 
OJr.,t,lc.le on pou.UJr..y a.nd egg p1toductlon p1teven.ted. Some may .6aJJ li 
.l6 owi veJr..bMliy- -bu.t we. M k  them to pic.k ou.t the pa.Jr..a.gJr..a.ph.6 in 
the OJr.,t,lc.le that they think c.ou.ld be eU.m,Lna.ted wlihou.t Jr..edu.c.ing 
the. 1te.a.deM ' u.nde.Mta.ndin.g 06 wha.t nee.d.6 to be done a.nd why. We 
WA'.11. .6 a.ve. the le;t;t.e.M 6oJr.. a. 6u.tu.Jr..e. .l6.6u.e. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
TENTH ANN I V E R SARY Of REPORT TO HUMANITAR I A N S  
* 
* 
... Ten ye.a.Jr...6 a.go th-l-6 month the. 6fut .l6.6u.e 06 Report to Hu- * 
« manitarians Wa..6 Jr..e.p!todu.c.ed on a. .6mall o o6.6 e.t  plte.6.6 -ln a. Jtaom * 
... in the. home. 06 VJr... Thom6 e.n, au.Jr.. pJr..U-lde.n.:t.. The. 6fut .l6.6u.e. * 
... Wa..6 ma.inly de.voted to la.b0Jr..a.to1ty animal le.g.l6.la..ti.on, whic.h * 
... the.n Wa..6 a. 6oc.a.l point 06 c.on;tJc..ove.My in the. hu.ma.ne. move- * 
... me.n.t. The. wc.u.la.Uon Wa..6 to a. 6ew hu.ndlte.d namu cu.lied * 
... 6Jr..om Voc. ' .6  a.n.d Emil.y'.6 c.oJr..Jr..U ponde.nc.e. with hu.ma.nltaJc1.an.6, , * 
... ma,.i,nly in FloJr..-lda.. * 
... Hu.ma.ne. InfioJr..ma.tlon Se.Jtvic.u ha..6 c.ome. a. long wa.y .6inc.e. * 
... then. Report to Humanitarians now gou to ne.M.ly 1 9 , 00 0  06- * 
... 6,i.c.eM a.nd d,Ur.ec.toJr...6 06 hu.ma.ne .6oc.iwu , a.n.d -lndiv-ldu.a.l hu- * 
... ma.� ,  in e.veJr..1:f .6ta.te. a.nd ma.ny 601teJ.gn c.ounWu. Ou.Jr.. · * 
... c.omp1te.he.n.6-lve., fia.c.tua.l ne.pow Me Jr..e.a.d by hu.ma.ne. le.a.de.M * 
... eve.Jr..!:fWhe.Jr..e.; we. know, bec.a.Ll6e 06 the. le;t;t.e.Jr...6 we Jr..e.c.eJ.ve c.om- * 
... men:ti.ng on the · o.Jt.:Uc.lu • 
· 
* 
... Hu.mane. In6oJr..ma.Uon Se.Jtvic.u ta.ku .thl6 a.nnJ..ve.Jr...6a.Jr..l:f oc.c.a.- * 
... .6ion to thank. all 06 w membeM , who.6 e. in.teJr..u.t a.nd 6-lna.n- * 
... c.-la.l .6u.ppoJr..t have. ma.de all th-l-6 poM-lble.. Gne.eting.6 a.nd * 
... good w.l6 hu 601t the fiu.tu.Jr..e, dea.Jr.. 6Jr..iend6. * 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
STAT E Of WAS H I NGTON L E G I S L ATU R E  
MAK E S  SOD I UM P E NTOBAR B I TA L  
AVA I LABLE  T O  AN I MAL  SH E LT E RS 
The State of Washington has followed Virginia and several oth­
er states in making available to humane society and animal con­
trol agency shelters the restricted euthanasia drug sodium pento­
barbital . 
Many shelters and pounds claim that they would like to shift 
from some less humane method of destroying dogs and cats to in­
jections of a barbiturate. The reason they do not , it is said, 
is that they have no veterinarian on their staff and cannot ob­
tain the drug without the cooperation of private veterinarians 
who have access to it. The vets, they say , often refuse to go 
along because they are afraid that the shelter or pound will not 
follow the regulations regarding purchase, reporting and use of 
the drug, thus getting the cooperating veterinarian into trouble 
with the authorities . 
In Virginia, the law making barbiturates available to shelters 
seems to have worked very well . Shelters which employ no veteri­
narian report that they have encountered no difficulties if they 
follow the rules. 
Humane Infonnation Services for a long time has been urging 
humanitarians to initiate state laws similar to the one in Vir­
ginia . Apparently the two greatest obstacles to such action have 
been (1) inertia on the part of humane societies which prefer to 
continue using their present methods, and may not wish to have 
the excuse of non-availability of sodium pentobarbital eliminat­
ed; ( 2) opposition by veterinarians who apparently fear such a 
move as just another effort to bypass them in animal health mat­
ters. Frequently, we believe, these attitudes result from lack 
of understanding of the proposed legislation and its prospective 
results. 
Humane Information Services will make a copy of the new Wash­
ington law for anyone requesting it. Please allow .sufficient 
time for reply to enable us to determine how many to reproduce . 
Humane Information Services, Inc . , St. Petersburg , Florida 
Maine Passes Good Euthanasia Law 
The legislature of the State of Maine displayed unusual cc 
age, intelligence and initiative in passing a model euthanas: 
law . 
The bill passed was drawn up by the National Association : 
Humane Legislation, our sister society. Humanitarians who h, 
taken steps to obtain legislation simply banning the decompr( 
sion chamber showed . commendable judgment in withdrawing from 
action and supporting the more comprehensive bill that was p, 
ed . If the simple ban on decompression had been passed , it : 
probable that in Maine the result would have been a shift to 
greater use of succinylcholine chloride and inhumane version: 
the carbon monoxide chamber . 
This new euthanasia act basically makes unlawful the use < 
any method or agent except those specifically approved by th( 
act, rather than including a list of disapproved methods . Tl 
is much the best approach, because it is impossible to list , 
of the many inhumane methods and drugs which might be used fc 
this purpose . Detailed specifications for the approved methc 
are included in the law. 
Anyone wishing to obtain a copy of the act may do so by wi 
ing to Humane Information Services. Please allow sufficient 
for us to duplicate the required number of copies after the 
quests have been received . 
HUMANE SLAUGHTER B I LL NEEDS SENATE SUPPORT 
The humane slaughter bill, H . R. 1464 , popularly known as 
Brown bill , is still in the House Agriculture Committee . Thi 
Committee has been extremely busy during this session with h. 
important agricultural legislation. Humane legislation must 
on these primary concerns of. the Committee . In addition , ·sul 
mittee Chairman Poage was seriously ill this summer . So , he, 
ings on H.R . 1464 have been postponed until after Congress r, 
venes this winter. We are assured , however , that the hearinc 
will be. held and that in the absence of unlooked-for opposit. 
the bill will be sent to .the floor of the House and passed . 
then goes to the Senate . It is hoped that the Senate may co1 
er it without even referring it to the Senate Agriculture Co1 
tee for hearings. Final passage in the second session is vi, 
as probable , according to our sister society , the National A: 
ciation for Humane Legislation (NAHL) , which gave us this reJ 
It appears that over 5 , 000 letters have been received by · 
House Committee alone. Those who have written in support of 
bill may be assured that their efforts have borne fruit . 
NAHL has found , however , that relatively few letters have 
received by Senators , and is urging its members to write now 
the two Senators from their own state, requesting active SUPJ 
for H.R. 1464. This should help greatly to expedite handlinc 
the Senate when the House bill gets to it. 
M E MOR I A L  CO N T R I B U T I ONS 
have been rece ived from . .  
Ms. Ruth Stuart Allen, Limestone , Tennessee , "in memoJr..lj 
M/t.6 • VoJr...l6 W. S e.c.oJr... " 
Miss Dorothy J .  Chattin , of Vicksburg , Mississippi , ".ln 
memo1ty 06 MlM Edna. L .  BoyeJr.., 06 Ra.n.da.ll.6town, Ma.Jr..y!a.nd." 
Ms. Florence Levine , Monsey, New York , "in memoltlj 06 my 
de.a.Jr.. fia.the.Jr.., Ma.x AU.6 c.hu.le1t. He .6.lnc.e.Jr..ely loved a.nJ..ma.l.6 , 
a.nd, having 6eU: h.l6 wcvr.mth, ;the.y loved him, too." 
Mrs . Louise L .  Reeves, Perrine , Florida , "-ln memoJr..y 06 c 
dea.Jr.. nephew, Wa.Ue.Jr.. Ho1tva;t, Sa.n;ta. MonJ..c.a., Ca.U601tnJ..a.." 
Mrs. Betty May Wiley, Milwaukee, Wisconsin , "in memoll.lj 1 
my c.he/t..l6 he.d, beloved .6on Sa.mu.el Le.e. Wile.l:f, who lent th-l-6 
woJr..ld FebJu.UVi.y, 1 9  7 6. Samu.el Wa..6 a. .tJwe ChJr...l6t-la.n -ln all 
wa.y.6 , help-lng a.nd c.a.JU.ng a.n.d lov-lng God 1 .6 c.Jr..eaAJ}te.6." 
Mrs. Clarence Winston, III, ·Chicago, Illinois, "in .6a.d ; 
me.mb1ta.nc.e. 0 6  many a.n-lma.l.6 ' tolttu.Jr..ed livu." 
More About Greenl�d Dog Hangings 
We were flattered to receive a number 
of long letters setting us straight about 
the dog hangings in Greenland (Re.po/Lt to 
Hum� No . 40 ; June, 1977). It 
seems that : 
(1) Denmark .is a very humane country. 
We know ! In the article , we said that if 
anything could be done to improve condi­
tions 1n Greenland, the Danish government 
could be counted on to do it. Although 
Greenlanders resent Danish dictation, they 
have passed a new ordinance banning the 
hanging of dogs. 
(2) The Greenlanders are a rugged , 
self-reliant people living under very 
harsh conditions. They are said to take 
satisfaction from shocking Europeans, 
"particularly those with over-emotional 
animal protectionist views." This may ac- . 
count for part of the Swedish journalists' 
story, especially that relating to the al­
leged slow and repeated hangings to raise 
the dogs' hair, which is said· to be "pure 
rubbish." There is no commercial trade in 
dog skins in Greenland, but the skins are 
used locally . 
( J) Apparently the photograph of the 
single dog being hanged which appeared in 
the article was staged for pay furnished · 
by the journalists. We suspected as much ,  
wise. We do not object too strongly to 
such staging , if the scene correctly por­
trays actual conditions, since some people 
seem to be aroused by pictures much more 
than by words. We never have resorted to 
such methods , although some other humane 
societies are said to have done so with 
the best of intentions. 
(4) Although hanging of dogs was and 
still is done to some extent in remote ar­
eas of Greenland , defenders of the prac­
tice say this is because of the high cost 
and scarcity of ammunition. Hanging is 
said to be almost the only way of dispos­
ing of old or otherwise unwanted dogs in 
those areas. It is also pointed out that 
when the dog is hanged , a man throws his 
weight on the hind legs to dislocate the 
neck ,  producing unconsciousness more 
quickly, as when humans are executed on 
the gallows . 
(5) One of our correspondents who lived 
in Greenland writes : "The. ma.in Jtea.6on 
tha;t the pu.p '.6 teeth Me. k.noc.k.ed ou.t" is 
to prevent .the dog from chewing , making it 
bolt its food whole so that it "ta.ke.6 
longeJt to digut, whic. h ' mea.n6 that the dog 
g e.t.6  hu.nglt!f le.6.6 o6te.n." We don't know if 
·this represents an attempt to pull our 
leg. If not, it takes a great load off 
are knocked out ! Perhaps there is al! 
some correction needed about the way , 
described in their article , dogs are I 
out to pasture in the summer , on shor1 
chains and fed only weekly . About thj 
deponents sayeth not ; could it be jus1 
other example of the Greenlanders' hUII 
We doubt it. 
Whatever parts of the Swedish jour1 
ists' story were true, and what parts 
false , we do not know for sure . Most 
the articles which appear in Repo/tt t< 
m� have been thoroughly rese, 
ed by us. Since our purpose in using 
article was not to suggest any action 
our readers , but to illustrate an impc 
tant point brought out in . the same is! 
we violated our usual rule and printec 
article without verification. We tho, 
we had expressed adequate doubts aboui 
accuracy . 
The real point we were trying to me 
is that far greater cruelties to far 
greater numbers of animals are occurrj 
daily right here under our noses in tl 
United States of America. About these 
cruelties we � in a position to do E 
thing . The real problem is not what t 
and how to do it, but how to divert tt 
flow of funds from what borders on use 
